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Scale-free topology of e-mail networks
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We study the topology of e-mail networks with e-mail addresses as nodes and e-mails as links using data
from server log files. The resulting network exhibits a scale-free link distribution and pronounced small-world
behavior, as observed in other social networks. These observations imply that the spreading of e-mail viruses
is greatly facilitated in real e-mail networks compared to random architectures.
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Complex networks such as the World Wide Web or soc
networks often do not have an engineered architecture
instead are self-organized by the actions of a large numbe
individuals. From these local interactions nontrivial glob
phenomena can emerge as, for example, small-world pro
ties@1# or a scale-free distribution of the degree@2#. In small-
world networks short paths between almost any two s
exist even though nodes are highly clustered like in a reg
lattice. Scale-free networks are characterized by a power
distribution of a node’s degree, defined as the number o
next neighbors, meaning that structure and dynamics of
network are strongly affected by nodes with a great num
of connections. These global properties have consider
implications on the behavior of the network under error
attack@3#, when random or highly connected nodes are
stroyed, as well as on the spreading of information or e
demics@4–6#. The highly connected ‘‘hub’’ nodes of a scale
free network and the short paths in a strongly clustered sm
world greatly facilitate the propagation of an infection ov
the whole network, which has to be taken into account
designing effective vaccination strategies@7–9#. Here we re-
port that networks composed of persons connected by
changed e-mails show both the characteristics of small-w
networks and scale-free networks.

Most of the scaling exponents reported so far for the
gree distributions of computer and social networks lie in
range of 22.0 to 23.4 @10#. One exception is the socia
network of co-authorships in high energy physics, for wh
Newman found an exceptionally small scaling exponent
21.2 @11#. Similar to our work are studies of networks o
phone calls made during one day. These phone-call netw
show scale-free behavior of the degree distribution as w
with an exponent of22.1 @12,13#.

The scale-free e-mail network.The e-mail network stud-
ied here is constructed from log files of the e-mail serve
Kiel University, recording the source and destination of e
ery e-mail from or to a student account over a period of 1
days @25#. The nodes of the e-mail network correspond
e-mail addresses which are connected by a link if an e-m
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has been exchanged between them. The resulting netw
consists ofN559 812 nodes~including 5165 student ac
counts! with a mean degree of̂k&52.88 and contains sev
eral separated clusters with less than 150 nodes and one
component of 56 969 nodes~mean degreêkgiant&52.96).
The distribution of the degreek obeys a power law

n~k!}k21.81, ~1!

with exponential cutoff~Fig. 1!.
Let us briefly discuss how our result on e-mail networ

may be influenced by the measurement process. The s
pling of the network has been restricted to one distinct e-m
server. Therefore, only the degrees of accounts at this se
are known exactly. Here, these internal accounts corresp
to e-mail addresses of local students, whereas the exte
nodes are given by all other e-mail addresses. We resolve
degree distribution of internal accounts only~Fig. 2!, and
find that it can be approximated by a power-lawnint(k)
}k21.32 as well ~mean degreêkint&514.86). Since the de
grees of external nodes typically are underestimated, this
ponent is smaller than for the whole network. For the sa
reason, there are more nodes with small degree in the di
bution of the whole network~Fig. 1! than in the distribution
restricted to internal nodes~Fig. 2!. Note that the cutoff of
both distributions is about the same. Therefore, exter
sources addressing almost all internal nodes~e.g. advertise-
ment or spam! do not bias the degree statistics.

.

FIG. 1. Degree distribution of the e-mail network. The doub
logarithmic plot of the number of e-mail addresses with which
node exchanged e-mails exhibits a power law with expon
21.8160.10 over two decades. This distribution is used to cal
late estimates for the clustering coefficient and the average sho
path length for the entire network~see text!.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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Small-world properties.In addition to its scale-free degre
statistics, the e-mail network shows the properties o
‘‘small world’’ @1#, i.e. a high probability that two neighbor
of one node are connected themselves~clustering! and a
small average length, of the shortest path between tw
nodes. The clustering is measured by the clustering co
cient C of a network which is defined in the following way
The clustering coefficientCn of a noden is given by the
ratio of existing linksEn between itskn first neighbors to the
potential number of such ties12 kn(kn21). By averagingCn

over all nodes one arrives at the clustering coefficientC of
the network

C5^Cn&n5 K 2En

kn~kn21!L
n

. ~2!

A similar definition for the clustering coefficient is pro
vided by the fraction of fully connected ‘‘triples,’’ with a
triple being a connected subgraph which contains exa
three nodes@14,15#

CD5
33~number of fully connected triples!

~number of triples!
. ~3!

Note that even though definition~3! translates to reversing
the order of averaging and division in Eq.~2! these two
definitions are not equivalent. When calculating the clus
ing coefficient one has to ask how it is influenced by t
finite size of the sample. Due to the measurement proc
neighbors of external nodes are only partly known and c
nections between external nodes cannot be determined a
Applying definitions~2! and ~3! to the whole sample result
in C53.4431022 andCD53.1531023. We compare these
values to the clustering coefficient of random networks w
constant probabilityp that two nodes are connected, leadi
to Crand5p. Both values,C and CD , are much larger than
the clustering in such a random network of identical s
Crand54.8231025. The fraction of the clustering contrib
uted by internal nodes is much smaller than the portion of

FIG. 2. Degree distribution of the student accounts in the e-m
network. The degree distribution of the subset of student e-m
addresses with completely known degree can be approximated
power law as well with exponent21.3260.18. This exponent is
smaller than for the whole network since the degree of exte
nodes is underestimated by the measurement.
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external nodes because the measurement neglects link
tween external nodes which dominate most of internal nod
neighborhoods. Since many of the external nodes hav
large number of internal nodes as neighbors, which are o
sparsely connected to other internal nodes, definition~3! re-
sults in a clustering coefficientCD smaller thanC. It is even
smaller thanC851.8731022, the clustering coefficient of a
network of identical size with the same degree distribut
but randomly assigned links@16#. Another way of determin-
ing clustering is to compute it for the completely know
subgraph of internal nodes. There, the clustering is by m
than one order of magnitude larger than expected for a
dom graph or a network with identical degree distributi
but random connections (C58.0931022, CD51.54
31021, Crand52.3031023, C853.4531023). In particu-
lar, the probability that two internal nodes who share an
ternal neighbor are neighbors themselves is more than
orders of magnitude larger compared with random conn
tions. Altogether, taking into account the limitations of th
measurement process, it can be concluded that high clu
ing is a characteristic property of the e-mail network.

The mean shortest path length in the giant component
determined to,54.9560.03 with the Dijkstra algorithm
@17#. It is larger than the mean shortest path length in
network with the same degree distribution,853.43 @16#
since more links are consumed for forming local clust
@26#. It is still smaller than the path length of a rando
network, rand510.10~where each pair of nodes is connect
with a constant probability leading to the same mean deg
@15,16#! because of the highly connected ‘‘hubs’’ present in
scale-free network.

The e-mail network as a directed network.To further in-
vestigate the emergence of the scale-free degree distribu
we study the e-mail network as a directed graph, where
e-mail corresponds to a directed link pointing from t
sender to the receiver. Although the e-mail network has to
treated as an undirected graph in the context of virus spre
ing ~see below!, it seems reasonable that the sending a
receiving of e-mails are governed by different process
Again, the analysis is done for the distributions of all nod
and of internal nodes only, where for the latter, the in- a
out-degree can be determined exactly. The distribution of
in-degreei, i.e. a node’s number of different nodes it h
received e-mails from, are very similar for all nodes and
internal nodes, respectively~Fig. 3!. They can both be ap
proximated by a power lawn( i )} i 21.49 over about two or-
ders of magnitude. Deviations of the two distributions f
in-degreesi ,6 are due to the underestimation of the deg
of external nodes. One explanation for an in-degree expon
of about21.5 is the assumption of stochastic multiplicativ
growth as in the model of Huberman and Adamic@18,19#.
They proposed that the number of links a node receives
time step is a random fraction of the number of links it a
ready has received. The treatment of the out-degree is m
difficult. For the whole network, the distribution of ou
degreej, i.e. a node’s number of links to other nodes, sho
pronounced scale-free behaviorn( j )} j 22.03 ~Fig. 4!. How-
ever, the corresponding distribution for internal nodes
broad but does not show scale-free behavior over a suffic
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range. This may be caused by the limited size of the sam
but may also point to the systematic error caused by stud
possibly using different~external! accounts for sending
e-mails. The out-degree scaling exponent of the whole
work lies in a quite common range for communication a
social networks, as, e.g., the movie actors’ network or
phone call network@10#, where the principle ofpreferential
attachmentcan be used for modeling@2#. It applies to the
assumption that the probabilitypj that a link originates in the
set of nodes with out-degreej is proportional to the numbe
of links already starting in this setf @ j #:

pj} j f @ j #. ~4!

This corresponds to Simon’s general model for such c
and growth processes@20,21#. Let us briefly apply this mode
to the e-mail network. From our data we estimated the ra

FIG. 3. In-degree distributions for the e-mail network. T
double-logarithmic plot of the in-degree distributions for all nod
~filled diamonds,^kin&51.62) and for student nodes only~open
diamonds,̂ kin& int513.06) shows a power-law distribution with a
exponent of21.4960.18. Note that again the in-degree of extern
nodes is underestimated by the measurement process.

FIG. 4. Out-degree distributions for the e-mail network. For t
out-degree, only the distribution of internal and external no
~filled diamonds,^kout&51.62) exhibits a pronounced power la
over two decades with exponent22.0360.12. The distribution of
the out degree of internal nodes~open diamonds,̂kout& int512.39) is
broad as well but cannot be identified with a scale-free reg
which may be due to the limited size of the sample.
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of the growth rate of nodes to the growth rate of links toa
50.597 nodes per links which is sufficient to calculate t
scaling exponentg @21#:

g511
1

12a
. ~5!

Thus, the preferential linking model leads to a steep ex
nent of 23.48 not in accordance with observation. On t
other hand, a model based only ontransitive linking@16#, i.e.
on the assumption that two nodes are more likely to
linked if they have a common neighbor, can in princip
reproduce the small-world properties and a broad degree
tribution but leads to a too high clustering and does not yi
a power-law degree distribution for this particular netwo
From this we conjecture that including both preferential a
transitive linking may consistently model the e-mail ne
work.

Spreading of e-mail viruses.What are the implications o
the above results for the spreading of e-mail viruses?
occurrence of e-mail viruses has become a well-known p
nomenon in today’s communication experience. An e-m
virus or e-mail worm is a program attached to an e-m
which, when opened by the recipient, causes the recipie
e-mail program to remail numerous infected e-mails
e-mail addresses found in the address book or in sto
e-mails. In terms of a directed network, where links po
from the sender of an e-mail to its receiver, an e-mail vir
can follow a directed link, e.g. by taking e-mail address
from the address book, as well as propagate in the rev
direction, for instance by using the senders’ addresses
stored e-mails. Hence, for the propagation of e-mail viru
the network is undirected. This is different for chain e-ma
where each recipient is asked to forward the chain e-ma
other addresses. E-mail viruses can cause serious dama
computer networks by destroying data at infected compu
or by overloading e-mail servers and other infrastructure
May 2000, for instance, the e-mail worm ‘‘I love you’’ in
fected more than 500 000 individual systems worldwide@22#
and obstructed 21% of the computer workplaces in Germ
@23#.

In scale-free networks, the threshold for the propagat
rate above which an infection of the network spreads a
becomes persistent is very much lower than in other dis
dered networks, or even vanishes@5#. This means that the
self-organized structure of the e-mail network facilitates
spreading of computer viruses, as well as of any other in
mation. In addition, the e-mail network is quite robust
case of ‘‘failures’’ of random nodes if, for instance, som
participant does not answer e-mails for a while or uses a
virus software. However, it is sensitive to the loss of high
connected participants because of the power-law degree
tistics @3#. Hence uniformly applied immunization of node
is less likely to eradicate infections until almost all partic
pants are immunized, whereas targeting prevention effort
the highly connected sites significantly suppresses epide
outbreaks and prevalence@7–9#.

These observations suggest helpful and advantageou
plications, but also point to the inherent dangers of e-m
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networks. The security of e-mail communication can be i
proved by identifying highly connected hub addresses
monitoring them for viruses more strictly, e.g., in corpora
e-mail networks to prevent the damaging and costly spre
ing of e-mail viruses. In a different application, making u
of the high clustering, commercial e-mail providers can ide
tify communities of users more easily@24# and focus market-
ing more efficiently. In general, communication by e-m
can be interfered with as well as utilized more extensiv
due to the nontrivial topological features of the e-mail n
work that we found here. Exploring the web of e-mails do
not only extend our knowledge of social and communicat
networks but it also shows how vulnerable and exploita
these systems can be.
,
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In conclusion, we have shown that an e-mail netwo
where nodes are given by e-mail addresses and links by
changed messages, exhibits both small-world properties
scale-free behavior. The e-mail network is studied in terms
undirected, as well as directed networks. Spreading of e-m
viruses is considered, based on the appropriate viewpoin
an undirected graph. The scale-free nature of the e-mail
work strongly eases persistence and propagation of e-
viruses but also points to effective countermeasures.
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